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driveability and is rightly proud of this
kind of attention to detail. In fact, so good
is the conversion that it never feels
remotely ‘aftermarket’.

The delivery is more conspicuously
turbocharged but this is a refreshing
change after the flat delivery of the
standard car. The power builds smoothly
from low revs and then really starts to tell
at just under 3000rpm. At around
3500rpm it kicks hard and sustains the
push until around 6000rpm, after which it
tails off in a similar way to a normal S3.
We didn’t get a chance to figure the car
but the performance gains are substantial
– it feels stronger than our Fast Fleet
Impreza STi and more flexible, too. The
chassis seems unfazed by the added
power, and you’ll find yourself exercising
it more regularly simply because the
engine seems so much happier to rev,
encouraging you to press on. 

At just over £500, inclusive of VAT and
fitting, the chip seems good value for the
extra performance alone, but coupled to
the injection of character it seems a
positive bargain. The work also comes
with Superchips’ own warranty, which it
claims is a match for the invalidated Audi
aftersales package. It seems this chip
delivers the tuner’s ideal; more power at
a low price and none of the traditional
drawbacks. Who says you can’t have your
cake and eat it?

Jethro Bovingdon

n the face of it ‘chipping’
a car to increase
performance and
driveability seems
perfectly sensible.
Turbocharged cars in

particular respond brilliantly to a well-
judged chip upgrade and it’s a much
cheaper option than polishing and
porting heads, or fitting an expensive
power-enhancing exhaust. In fact it’s a
wonder everyone doesn’t do it. Well, at
least it is until you realise that it often
invalidates the original manufacturer
warranty, increases wear rates on
clutches and gearboxes, and in some
cases badly over-stresses the
turbocharger itself. 

Fortunately there are some very
reputable engine tuners out there who
can bring you all the benefits of a chip
upgrade without the off-putting
downsides. Superchips, based in
Buckingham but with outlets all over
Britain, is the most well-respected multi-
manufacturer engine programmer in the
UK and has worked hard to ensure
reliability and peace of mind for all of its
upgrades. We’ve been invited to test its
latest project, a new Audi S3 promising
more performance and better delivery

O
thanks to a £511 chip upgrade.

The S3 has only recently been offered
with the 225bhp version of the VW
Group’s versatile 1.8-litre 20v
turbocharged engine. We drove the car
back in issue 44 and were impressed
with its performance and updated
chassis settings (especially on the
optional 18 inch alloys). The same
package with another 40bhp and 71lb ft
sounds very appealing indeed, especially
if the engine’s anodyne delivery can be
enhanced at the same time.

The fashion for absolutely flat torque
curves must be very pleasing for tuners
everywhere. Whilst manufacturers like to
boast about them, and a peak torque

figure that hangs around for a large
proportion of the rev range looks good on
a spec sheet, the reality is that they can
often prove a let down on the road. VW’s
1.8T engine is the perfect case in point. It
delivers the goods, no question, but it
never sounds or feels enthusiastic when
doing so. You can almost sense the
engine management backing off the
boost pressure as the revs rise so as not
to destroy that perfect torque plateau.
Superchips, however, prefers a more
natural torque curve and has allowed the
turbo to fulfil its potential throughout the
rev range whilst upping peak boost from
0.8 to 1.2 bar. 

Out on the road it immediately feels
keener and more charismatic than the
standard car. Throttle response is
actually slowed down by the new chip to
create a more linear and controllable
delivery, but you’d swear it was much
sharper thanks to the extra power.
Superchips works very hard on
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S P E C I F I C AT I O N

Engine In-line 4-cyl, 1781cc, 20v, turbo

Max power 264bhp @ 5640rpm

Max torque 277lb ft @ 4320rpm

Top speed 160mph (est)

0-60mph 6sec (est)

Conversion price £511.13 fitted

On sale Now 

evoRATING

XMore power and character, value

Z Loss of the factory warranty

Chip upgrade gives familiar 1.8T engine (above
left) a shot of extra power and personality. New
wheels and dodgy stickers not part of package

*AUDI ‘Superchips’ S3
We already like Audi’s posh hot hatch. And we
like it even more with a dash of extra power
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